AirSpeed®
HC HD Pads

AirSpeed HC HD Pads are inflatable heavy duty, hybrid cushioning pads that can be used to cushion, wrap and interleave between objects to protect during shipment. HC HD Pads are perfect for ship-from-store fulfillment, simply take a sheet of HC HD, inflate with a small air compressor and you instantly have high performance cushioning to ensure your products arrive safely.

- Heavy duty cushioning properties provide outstanding protection from shock and vibration
- Premium aesthetic preferred by consumers
- Less material provides superior cushioning – reduce DIM weight and shipping costs
- Proprietary barrier film maximizes air retention making it perfect for heavier items that are difficult to ship
- Product ships flat for great space saving – perfect for compact packing environments
- Simple, one-step, on-demand process reduces labor and storage requirements
- Cost savings compared to a wide range of alternative products

On-Demand Cushioning
The Pulse Inflator makes packing with HCHD simple. This compact unit gauges the necessary pressure, opens the inflation valve and fills the bag in seconds. It clamps onto any tabletop and attaches to existing compressed air sources.

Omni-Channel Fulfillment
Ensure your customers receive the same unforgettable unboxing experience regardless of where their order is fulfilled. Use AirSpeed HC – Hybrid Cushioning - to protect products packed at distribution centers and HC HD Pads for ship-from-store fulfillment. These matching products were designed with a proprietary square pattern that not only protects better than competitive packaging, consumers also prefer the unique aesthetic.

Products worth protecting deserve Pregis
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